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AT&T partners with Digital Realty to help  
a major client renew and simplify their core 
network with a single global backbone

AT A GLANCE
The Customer 
In the wake of major acquisitions, this financial services 
leader is upgrading and consolidating its global high-
speed network infrastructure in data center locations 
around the world.

Objectives
• Create major connectivity hubs on the customer’s 

network backbone

• Provide high-speed 100 GB private lines to handle 
multiple services to and from key locations

• Eliminate “single point of failure” network architecture

• Assure state-of-the-art physical and cybersecurity

• Adopt, rather than invent, a global, carrier-neutral 
colocation solution

• Move quickly to stay competitive

Results
• With AT&T managing the partnership, the  

customer chose Digital Realty facilities in  
3 out of 5 U.S. locations

• Customer does business with one entity

• High-speed, high-bandwidth customer infrastructure 
interfaces with data center Meet-Me Rooms, POPs 
and cloud service providers

• Digital Realty operations staff delivers five  
nines uptime and state-of-the-art security

• Business and technical deadlines are due to be met, 
with U.S. deployments expected to be live in 2018
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AT&T and Digital Realty 
have partnered with us to 
design, build and deploy 
an enhanced global 
network backbone that 
will improve our business 
agility and service to 
our customers now and 
in the future. Without 
the expertise of each 
company, we’d be hard 
pressed to upgrade our 
infrastructure at this scale 
or at this speed.

–  CTO, MULTINATIONAL BANKING AND 
FINANCIAL SERVICES CORPORATION
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The Challenge
As one of the world’s biggest financial institutions, 
the customer had significant time and scale 
requirements as they looked to renew and 
consolidate their core network infrastructure. 
They needed a big and very particular geographic 
footprint, network density, carrier neutrality and 
the ability to provision lots of cabinets and meet 
big power demands at multiple locations. Although 
Phase One of the project was based in five major 
U.S. cities, a network and a partnership viable 
across continents was important.

As a financial institution, the customer is required 
to meet high standards of privacy, security and 
business continuity on behalf of its customers. 
Because they needed to keep their own business 
up and running during the redesign, building their 
own facilities was out of the question.

As big enterprises look 
at their network, at all 
those remote branch 
offices they’re supporting, 
they’re trying to find ways 
to reduce costs, reduce 
latency and improve overall 
network performance for 
their employees. They install 
edge nodes and connect 
them to their core network 
backbone and to the core 
data centers with really big, 
really fast data pipes so 
heavy computing workloads 
can be distributed efficiently 
across sites. With the 
right network architecture 
and the right data center 
locations, SD-WAN has the 
reach to become a killer 
productivity app.
–  LEN SALVA, PARTNERS AND ALLIANCES,  

DIGITAL REALTY 
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THE SOLUTION
A Common Global Footprint
AT&T’s dedicated sales team realized that Digital Realty 
was the only data center provider with the geographic 
footprint, network density, security capabilities and 
operations expertise the customer needed to meet its 
stringent technical requirements at scale and on time. 
Additionally, AT&T is already incumbent in a majority of 
Digital Realty data centers around the world, so meeting 
deal criteria was possible within the strict customer time 
frame. Because both companies are truly international, it’s 
possible to stay with the same providers around the world 
as the refresh and roll out progresses.

Big Pipes For Big Data
Data is the new business gold and financial institutions 
are being required to move and store massive amounts 
of it. The customer’s network refresh calls for all new 
network equipment, new compute and new storage 
capabilities to meet the demands of new data and the 
ability to support SD-WAN services. Digital Realty and 
AT&T are working together to install redundant 100GB 
fiber connectivity to all contracted locations. AT&T’s 
network expertise and Digital Realty’s provisioning 
proficiency make it possible to complete this core  
network upgrade on time and at scale.

Carrier Neutral Colocation
The customer’s new network backbone calls for 
connectivity-dense hubs as well as network diversity 
and the ability to access a full range of providers. Its new 
network architecture calls for backend connectivity to 
their own proprietary data centers in major cities. Digital 
Realty’s carrier neutral metro hubs and colocation with 
nearby scale facilities not only match the customer’s 
footprint now but provide available space and bandwidth 
against future storage and compute requirements, 
enabling them to future-proof their investments.

Two Global Leaders, One Business Interface
Digital Realty is part of AT&T’s Data Center Services 
ecosystem, a key piece of the complete solution they 
offer to their customers. Because the network and data 
center providers already have pre-negotiated agreements 
in place, the customer deals with a single entity and 
a bundled solution that saves time and money and 
eliminates potential conflicts. AT&T and Digital Realty 
work in tandem to deliver world-class capabilities to 
demanding customers.



The value of the 
partnership lies in the 

combination of locations 
and the availability of 

AT&T’s high-speed 
network that in tandem 

don’t just meet but 
exceed the customer’s 

requirements. Together, 
AT&T and Digital Realty 

are able to create and 
deliver a complete 

solution that satisfies 
both present and  

future needs.

– ANTHONY CHAVEZ,  
AT&T SALES LEAD

About
Digital Realty supports the data center and colocation 
strategies of 2300+ firms across its secure, network-rich 
portfolio of data centers located throughout North America, 
Europe, Asia and Australia. Digital Realty is uniquely 
positioned to deliver interconnectivity with a complete 
range of solutions on a global scale. Our customers 
trust the Digital Realty team to combine unparalleled 
collaboration, network-dense interconnection and real 
estate acumen to realize the unique power of community - 
from one rack to hyperscale - across the globe.

For Leasing Information
For a tour of our facility, complementary IT infrastructure 
consultation or sales information, call or email us at:

Sales
P  (877) 378 3282
E sales@digitalrealty.com

For more information, visit www.digitalrealty.com
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